
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving 
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

FC Teaneck Lesson Plan Week 3 Receiving

Description
This session is to improve players ability to receive the ball and to play the ball comfortably after receiving it.

Instructions:
Set up 3x3 yard boxes in 5 x 10 yard channels.
one player in each box .
One ball between two players facing each other.
Instructions.
Players play the ball using the inside push pass tyechnique to the
opposite grid.
Player must receive ball with one touch and play back.
Ball must stay in the grid after first touch.
Play comp. after no pressure.and coaching technique.
Comp.
Ball must stay in box after first touch or lose point If ball fails to
reach opponent lose point.
Ball leaves ground lose point.
More than two touches lose point.
Have players play for two minutes and then have one grid
designated 1st division and move up and down divisions
depending on win or loss.

Passing and Receiving

Receiving when defender is behind and taking on the player to the
end line after receiving.
4 players in 15 x 30 grid
2 on each end.
A receives a pass from D.who them must use all his feints and
1v1 moves to beat opponent to end line where he started from.
Rotate positions.A with B. C with D and then A with C .B with D.Etc.
Coaching points.
Get distance from defender in order to face and tackle him on
head on.
Use different parts of foot to roll defender if he stays tight.
Use the arm to feel the defender and find which side he is
favoring.
Use sole of foot to treap ball and use body strength to hold
defender off until moment to act.
As ball is travelling and player is coming to ball ,can player look
over shoulder to determine correct move in relation to defender.
Passer must fizz ball in to attacker to help with receiving.
Withdraw surface on impact to cushion ball.

Receiving with defender behind (15 mins)

Set Up: 2 grids with end zones. Targets move in the end zone,
depending on the movement of the ball in the grid. Progressions:
Players can play with limited touches, targets one touch; player
who plays to the target cannot receievd the ball back. Coaching
Points: receiving the ball uner pressure; technique in pass
[weight, accuracy, length]; run with the ball or pass; when to
release the ball; movement off the ball and support;
communication.

3 v 3 + Targets (15 mins)



Game
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